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Screen, yes, but be sure to stock pick for yield, too

Dividends are an important source of returns and also a useful valuation measure that can be
used to identify shares with the potential for capital growth. But it’s important to screen out
potential value traps when using yield as a guide.

● Our large-cap dividend screen is not easy to navigate for income investors right
now. The top two companies are, same as last month, Royal Mail Group (RMG)
and 3i Group (III). The first is a business that’s going from a period of tailwinds to
headwinds, when it comes to consumer disposable income and industrial relations.
The second is an investment company looking ahead to far less benign
macroeconomic circumstances that could affect the private companies it owns
and an end to the goldilocks period of cheap money which was a boon to private
equity investment firms in general.

● For longer-term investors, there are some big dividend payers  scoring well.  In the
case of mining stocks Anglo American (AAL) and Rio Tinto (RIO), however, these
are cyclical businesses that can still sell off on recession fears, albeit the
supercycle arguments won’t go away. Both have significant negative three-month
share price momentum, so look cheap if next year’s dividend forecasts don’t come
down. That remains the question for investors, however, and there may be better
opportunities to buy in again in the months ahead.

● The caveats from last month remain: Avoid Russian-linked metals miner
Polymetal (POLY) on our large-cap screen and in our mid-cap screen, for iron ore
pellet business Ferrexpo (FXPO), which has considerable assets and operations
in Ukraine.

● In our mid cap screen there are some interesting ideas. Specialist materials
manufacturer Morgan Advanced Materials (MGAM), which supplies the health,
energy and transport industries is still considered well placed to offer a decent
forward dividend according to our data, and it passes all our tests. The same is
true of petcare business Pets at Home (PETS), which is currently growing
long-term value for existing shareholders via a programme of share buybacks.
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New approach to UK income shares

We’ve had a rethink about our Alpha dividend yield screens. Previously we were
screening the FTSE All-Share index for large-cap companies and the FTSE All-Small
Companies index and the FTSE Aim All-Share index for small-cap stocks.

This created a problem, however. The FTSE All-Share is a big index and includes many
companies that aren’t large cap. There is actually an overlap in some constituents of the
All-Share and All-Small indices. This means the results we were getting from our
All-Share screen, although the criteria were designed for larger companies, often
showed-up small ones.

For income investors, the challenge is to build a portfolio of companies with reliable cash
flows and resilient quality, a track record of sustaining and growing dividends; and
reasonable growth prospects to keep that up. To that end, while there are some gems
further down the market cap scale, the core holdings should be large cap.

With that in mind we have re-jigged our UK equity income screens and made the split
between genuine large-cap, mid-cap and small-cap (including Aim) stocks, to focus on
each group separately.  We’re now splitting the universe for our screens according to the
methodology of the Numis index family.

As ever, all screens are meant as a source of ideas and not off-the-shelf portfolios
(certainly some of this month’s results warrant scrutiny). With that important caveat,
these suggestions for further research should give investors a better idea of what the UK
market has to offer in terms of core and satellite holdings that could help construct an
income portfolio.

UK dividend screens criteria

Given the disruption to UK dividends caused by the coronavirus pandemic, we

have taken a much more forward-looking approach to dividends in our new

screen. We’ve changed the compulsory test from having a 12-month trailing

dividend yield above the median (many shares that could legitimately be classed

as income plays would have failed that after coronavirus), to having a 12-month

average forecast dividend yield above the median. We keep the trailing test as a

flag, but companies that fail it can be included in the results.

We’ve also added a test for companies to have a three-year forecast dividend

per share growth rate above the median. Finally, although we’re maintaining the

criteria for small companies to have a market cap above £10mn to be

considered,  we’re now keeping most tests for small and large companies the
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same. This is because we’re copying some of the income growth focus

previously given to smaller companies to the large-cap screens and because the

new large cap only screen already acts to give a more appropriate selection of

bigger companies.

● Next 12 months’ forecast dividend yield above the median average.

● Forecast dividend per share growth above the median.

● Forecast average earnings per share growth above 5 per cent for the

next two years and earnings per share growth in both years.

● Trailing 12-month dividend yield above the median.

● Dividend per share smoothed-out average  growth rate for the past

three years above 5 per cent.

● Earnings per share  smoothed-out average  growth rate for the past

three years above 5 per cent.

● Trailing dividends per share  covered at least one-and-a-half times by

trailing earnings per share.

● Operating profit/earnings before interest and taxation (EBIT) covers

interest expense at least five times.

● Trailing 12-month free cash flow after lease obligations is positive.

· Companies that pass the forward dividend yield test are ordered by the number of tests

passed and then how they rank based on a combination of trailing dividend yield and

dividend cover (keeping the nod to their historic income reliability as well as

expectations).

July Alpha dividend yield screen results are below:
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Small-cap UK income shares below
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A tighter set of ideas

We now screen from an equities universe inspired by the Numis family of UK

indices. The aim is to give investors a true overview of genuine large-cap,

mid-cap and small-cap quality shares.

We will also be excluding investment trusts from results. The purpose of these

screens is to highlight individual companies that are worth investigating further.

Including closed-end funds in the universe skews the results and distracts from

that objective. Investment trusts are given their own, far more detailed, analysis

in the regular Alpha Investment Trust report.

Breakdown of the Numis indices we have been inspired by:

Numis Large-Cap index (excluding investment companies/trusts): This includes

the top 80 per cent of companies by market capitalisation that are listed on the

UK main market. The lower size cut-off for 2022 is £4.12bn market cap.

Numis Mid-Cap index (excluding investment companies/trusts): This includes

the 15 per cent of UK main market listed companies below the top 80 per cent,

but above the bottom 5 per cent by market capitalisation. The upper size cut-off

is £4.12bn and the lower cut-off is £880mn market cap.

NSCI plus Aim, version excluding investment trusts: This adds all Aim

companies below the £1.64bn market cap cut-off to the NSCI (Numis Small

Companies Index), which is the bottom 10 per cent of main market companies

by market cap.
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